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How can cities better approach the topic of facial recognition publicly?
1. Engage with residents to develop policies, and be transparent about
facial recognition use.
2. Establish a training program for law enforcement and other users of a
facial recognition system.
3. Limit the scope of facial recognition use to reduce the risk of
misidentifications and privacy violations.
4. Institute rigorous standards for data storage and cybersecurity to
ensure protection of citizens’ biometric data.
5. Follow best practices for drafting contracts to ensure accuracy and
reduce legal risk.
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Facial recognition
guide for cities

A

s cities, towns and villages embrace emerging
technologies and determine their use in local
government operations, elected officials will
have to navigate difficult conversations and decisions,
balancing privacy and transparency with efficiency.
Facial recognition, the process by which peoples’ faces
captured in video footage or photographs are compared
to a database of known individuals to find a likely
match and identify an unknown person, is an emerging
technology that warrants careful consideration.
Facial recognition technology is becoming more
common in both the private and public sectors in the
U.S. Grocery stores use it to track customers’ shopping
habits. Many people use it to unlock their cellphones.
Police departments use it to determine the identity of
suspects from video camera footage. Like many other
emerging technologies, facial recognition technology
has become widespread before public policy discussions
have occurred in communities across the country.
Cities are at various stages of regulating use of facial
recognition, wrestling with challenging conversations
about both government and private-sector use of this
technology. This report details what facial recognition
is, how cities are using it, how cities are regulating it and
how city officials can best approach public conversations
about facial recognition use in their communities.
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What is facial
recognition?
How does it
work?

F

acial recognition technology
works by comparing images
of an unknown person’s
face with a database of known
individuals’ faces in order to find
a match and identify an unknown
person. Facial recognition systems
generally require three elements:
A

source of video footage or
photographs to be analyzed,

 Software

to process captured
images for comparison using
algorithmic analysis and

 Databases

against which those
images can be compared.

6
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Software for
algorithmic analysis

Source of video
or photographs
Facial recognition technology
identifies unknown people from
video footage or photographs. Video
surveillance is a frequent source of
this imagery. Although widespread
video surveillance in cities is not new,
it continues to increase. Buildingmounted cameras and traffic
cameras are common throughout
most American cities, operated by
both public and private entities. Many
police forces use body cameras and
vehicle cameras. Law enforcement
also routinely deploys surveillance
cameras to scan crowds and
ensure security during high-profile
events. Drone-mounted cameras
–– already used by some cities ––
provide another source of imagery.
Additionally, most personal cellular
devices have cameras, allowing the
public to record images and video.

A facial recognition system’s central
component is a set of algorithms
that identifies faces within video
or photographic images, extracts
characteristics unique to those faces
and matches these characteristics
to known faces in a pre-existing
database. Modern algorithms can
accomplish this with a high degree
of reliability. A 2014 study showed
that facial recognition algorithms
recognized faces more accurately
than humans did within a given
data set, distinguishing faces with
98.5% accuracy compared to 97.5%
accuracy for the study’s human
participants.1 The algorithms have
grown steadily more reliable since
then, reportedly achieving greater
than 99% accuracy in some cases. 2
Although there are many different
algorithms and ways to apply them,
the process of facial recognition
generally comprises the following
steps, each of which entails the
application of a distinct algorithm:

Detection

1

RECOGNIZING WHEN AN
IMAGE CONTAINS
A HUMAN FACE

Comparison data sets
The comparison phase described
above relies on data sets of images
of known people against which a
captured image of a face can be
compared. Many municipalities have
access to various such data sets.
Police forces generally maintain
mug shot databases, and at least 26
states allow law enforcement to run
searches against state databases of
driver’s licenses and ID photos. 3
In general, the better populated
the comparison data set is, the
greater likelihood of a match. Even
if facial recognition technology
worked perfectly, the only
way to find a match for every
captured face would be to have a
comparison data set encompassing
the entire world’s population.

Normalization

2

ADJUSTING THE IMAGE
SO THAT THE FACE CAN
BE ANALYZED AND
COMPARED

Feature
Extraction

3

QUANTIFYING THE UNIQUE
CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE FACE INTO A CODE

Comparison

4

COMPARING THE CODE OF
THE FACE TO A DATABASE
OF OTHER FACES IN
SEARCH OF A MATCH
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How do cities,
towns and
villages use facial
recognition?

Private vs. public use
Both the public and private sectors
in cities across the country use
facial recognition. Some apartment
buildings have begun to use facial
recognition for security purposes.4
Some airlines use facial recognition
for check-in. 5 Sports arenas and
concert venues use facial recognition
to monitor crowds.6 Public and
private schools around the country,
including public schools in Texas City,
Texas,7 and private schools in Seattle,
Washington, 8 use facial recognition
both for security purposes and to
ensure that suspended students
do not try to sneak into school
events. Boise, Idaho, has plans
to use facial recognition to keep
banned people out of city hall.9
Many companies also now offer
facial recognition as a central part
of their consumer products. The

8
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Evidentiary requirements

Identification vs.
surveillance

latest version of the iPhone allows
users to unlock their phones using
facial recognition. Facebook also
has used facial recognition for
many years to suggest whom to
tag in a photo. Google’s Nest home
security cameras now include facial
recognition capabilities.10 Amazon
has also explored the possibility of
installing facial recognition into its
Ring home security cameras.11
This could have implications
for law enforcement; more than
400 law enforcement agencies
have partnerships with Ring in
which they can access the video
footage captured by Ring cameras
installed in private homes.12
Facial recognition is commonly
used in public safety settings in
cities, towns and villages. Many
law enforcement agencies at the
local, state and federal levels have
deployed facial recognition to aid
their investigations and more easily
identify people. However, there
are significant differences in how
these facial recognition systems
are used across cities and across
law enforcement agencies:

Some cities limit the use of facial
recognition to identification
purposes. These municipalities use
facial recognition searches of a
photo database to identify a suspect
whose photo they already have.
Some cities use facial recognition
to identify a person who has
already been arrested or detained
in connection with a crime but
refuses to identify him or herself.
Other cities conduct real-time
facial recognition surveillance,
in which cameras can recognize
and rapidly compare faces to a
database, often in search of a “hot
list” of suspects. Los Angeles,
California, reportedly has this realtime facial recognition capability.13

Driver’s license photos
vs. mug shots
Cities are also divided regarding
the databases they use to conduct
facial recognition searches. Cities
such as New York City, New York
and Detroit, Michigan, only use
databases of mug shots, which limits
the scope of searches to people
previously processed by the criminal
justice system. Other cities, including
Lincoln, Nebraska, also search driver’s
license photos from state department
of motor vehicle databases. 14

Some cities set an evidentiary
requirement for police before
they can run a facial recognition
search. For example, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, requires police to
demonstrate probable cause before
they run a search on a suspect. San
Diego, California, police are required
to have reasonable suspicion before
they run a facial recognition search.
By contrast, Lincoln, Nebraska, does
not require either of these standards
before authorities conduct a search. 15

Input requirements
The images for use in a facial
recognition search range in quality
and type. When police fail to obtain
a clear photo of a suspect, some
departments, including Washington
County, Oregon, use sketches or
artist renderings as a substitute for
the photo.16 Other departments,
including in New York City, have
used celebrity doppelgangers as
substitutes for suspect photos. 17
Other cities, including Seattle,
Washington, have used only actual
photos of suspects as inputs.

Type of crime
Some cities have also chosen to
limit their use of facial recognition
to certain types of criminal
investigations. Detroit, Michigan,
whose city council approved a new
policy in September 2019, now
requires that the department use
facial recognition only to investigate
violent crimes and home invasions.18
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What are the
benefits and
risks for local
governments’
use of facial
recognition?

BENEFIT
Investigative efficiencies

T

here are benefits and risks
for government entities’ use
of facial recognition. Facial
recognition can bring efficiencies
into the investigative process.
However, facial recognition systems
also reflect racial, gender and age
bias in the data sets on which they
are trained. Misidentifying people
from information generated by
a facial recognition system can
have real-life negative effects. As
with any emerging technology, the
lack of legal guidance can make
it difficult for cities to ensure that
organizations use facial recognition
technology in the best way and do
not risk legal action or liability.

Facial recognition can
bring efficiencies into
the investigative process.
However, facial recognition
systems also reflect racial,
gender and age bias in the
data sets on which they
are trained.
10
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Public safety officials state that
facial recognition systems create
efficiencies and provide investigative
leads that would not exist otherwise.
With the proper guardrails in place
and sufficient checks and balances
guiding the confirmation process,
facial recognition technology can
identify suspects with fewer policing
resources. This could be particularly
helpful when local governments
face reduced revenues, funding
and resources due to COVID-19.

RISK
Bias in facial recognition
technology
Facial recognition technology
has made great strides in recent
years, but the technology in use
today tends to make more errors in
identifying dark-skinned people and
women than light-skinned people
and men. A 2018 American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) study used
Amazon’s Rekognition, one of the
leading facial recognition programs
at that time, to search for matches
between members of Congress and a
database of mug shots.19 This search

people of color. A 2018 MIT study
showed that IBM and Microsoft
systems designed to identify a face’s
gender worked nearly perfectly on
White men but had a 20% failure rate
on women of color. 20
The National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) is considered
the foremost authority on evaluating
facial recognition algorithms. 21
Their 2019 test of facial recognition
technology vendors assessed how
well 189 facial recognition algorithms,
submitted by 99 developers around
the world, identified people of
different demographics. The study
found a wide range in accuracy
across developers, with many
algorithms 10 to 100 times more
likely to inaccurately identify people.
When looking at U.S. law
enforcement images, the algorithms
identified American Indian, Black
and Asian American people as
false positive identifications more
frequently compared to White
people. NIST also found that
false positives were more likely
with women, the elderly and
children, compared to men and
middle-aged adults, although the
effects of these false positives
were smaller than the issues with
identification based on race. 22

produced false positive matches, or
incorrectly reported that an unknown
picture matched a known picture
in a database, for 28 members of
Congress, 40% of whom were people
of color, even though only roughly
20% of Congressional members are
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Why does the technology continue
to misidentify people of color and
women? The authors of a 2012
Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) study state that
part of the misidentification problem
with women may occur because they
tend to wear more cosmetics than
men do, decreasing the consistency
of images of their face from one
capture to the next. 23 Several
technologists attributed higher error
rates for people of color because
there is less contrast in the imagery
than for White individuals, making
the mapping of facial features
inherently less precise. 24 However, the
most compelling explanation of these
error rates is that facial recognition
algorithms reflect the fact that there
is a disproportionately higher number
of White images in the training image
data set. The algorithms optimize

The first known misidentification and
wrongful arrest because of a false positive
facial recognition match in the U.S. occurred
in Detroit, Michigan. Robert Julian-Borchak
Williams, a Black man, was accused and
arrested by two Detroit Police Department
officers in January 2020 on shoplifting charges,
based on store video footage of an October 2018
incident. A review of the investigative process
revealed a lack of controls in the process and
loose standards for identification. The city has
since updated its facial recognition policy.
Hill, K. (2020, June 24). Wrongfully Accused by an Algorithm. New York Times.
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/06/24/technology/facial-recognition-arrest.
html
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their performance on the sets of
sample faces used to train them.
Training sets tend to overrepresent
White men, therefore the algorithms
become highly proficient at
identifying the faces of White men,
to the detriment of people of color.
In 2011, researchers evaluated a set
of algorithms’ accuracy and found
that, “the East Asian fusion algorithm
is more accurate at recognizing the
East Asian faces and the Western
fusion algorithm is more accurate
on the Caucasian faces.”25
Ambivalence among facial
recognition technology companies
perpetuates the problem. Not all
facial recognition companies test
their algorithms for racial bias. 26
NIST began regularly testing for
performance by race only in 2017. 27
There has been some progress in
this realm; for example, in January
2019, IBM released a data set of
1 million faces, claiming it better
represents the human population
than do other less current data sets. 28
However, cities can still hold facial
recognition technology vendors
accountable. Many cities seeking
vendors for facial recognition
technology have minimum thresholds
for accuracy overall; they should
also have accuracy thresholds
with respect to demographic
groups. 29 The technology’s strong
performance regarding White
males has masked its shortcomings
concerning other groups, especially
people of color, giving cities a
false impression of reliability.

It is critical that facial recognition
technology companies do all they
can to avoid false matches. A false
match can lead law enforcement
to investigate or arrest an innocent
person. Although misidentifications
do not always lead to wrongful
convictions, a search or arrest itself
can be humiliating or trigger trauma,
and both entail an increased risk of
confrontation or violent escalation.
Blacks have a disproportionate
number of encounters with police,
so they will likely be queried more
often in facial recognition searches. 30

American law enforcement’s
widespread use of facial recognition
technology could negatively and
disproportionately affect Black
communities. Until commercial
companies make training data sets
more representative, and cities
and the public have processes for
holding companies accountable
for racial disparities in their
algorithms’ performance, the use
of facial recognition technology
will continue to raise significant
concerns of racial equity.

They are also arrested at a higher
rate than other groups — in some
states, five times as often. 31 They
are overrepresented in mug shot
databases, meaning that facial
recognition technology is more likely
to identify a person as a suspect
in the U.S. if the person is Black.
Because the data sets used for
training facial recognition algorithms
are distinct from the comparison
data sets that these algorithms use
in practice, the underrepresentation
of Blacks in training data sets and
their overrepresentation in mug
shot databases make the population
for which the technology works
least accurately the group most
vulnerable to misidentification.
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The technology’s strong performance regarding white
males has masked its shortcomings concerning other
groups, giving cities a false impression of reliability.

RISK
Constitutional concerns:
First and Fourth
Amendments
Law enforcement’s use of facial
recognition technology raises several
constitutional issues. The Constitution
does not state whether the police
can use something like facial
recognition technology, and courts
have yet to fully deal with this issue.
However, the primary concerns are
 whether

identifying someone
through facial recognition
constitutes an unlawful search
under the Fourth Amendment and

 whether

this could infringe
upon First Amendment rights
of assembly and free speech.

Ultimately, although government
use of facial recognition technology
would not per se infringe upon First
and Fourth Amendment rights,
sufficiently widespread and pervasive
deployment of the technology
could be interpreted to do so.

14
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Fourth Amendment issues
The Fourth Amendment protects
people from unlawful police searches
where they have a reasonable
expectation of privacy. In Katz
v. United States, the Supreme
Court held that a reasonable
expectation of privacy depends on
 whether

the person subjectively
expected privacy in that
circumstance and

 whether

society recognizes
that expectation of privacy
as reasonable. 32

In theory, the use of facial recognition
technology in a public safety context
— surveilling public spaces and
capturing the image of someone’s
face — seems to uphold the Fourth
Amendment guidelines. Entering a
public space generally removes a
reasonable expectation of privacy;
in Katz the Court stated, “What a
person knowingly exposes to the
public . . . is not a subject of Fourth
Amendment protection.”33 Special
cases, such as the act of entering
the phone booth at issue in Katz,
have been treated as exceptions
in which it is reasonable for a
person to expect some measure of
privacy despite being in public.34
However, the surveillance video
that most municipalities use for
facial recognition applications is
captured in public spaces that would
not include any such exception.

The Supreme Court has deemed a
person’s face to be beyond Fourth
Amendment protection. In United
States v. Dionisio, the Supreme Court
refused to recognize an expectation
of privacy over certain personal
attributes, stating, “Like a man’s
facial characteristics, or handwriting,
his voice is repeatedly produced
for others to hear. No person can
have a reasonable expectation that
others will not know the sound of
his voice, any more than he can
reasonably expect that his face
will be a mystery to the world.”35
However, the Court has started to
expand the expectation of privacy
it considers reasonable in cases in
which modern technology drastically
enhances law enforcement’s
capabilities. The Court is increasingly
willing to find violations of Fourth
Amendment rights when new
technologies allow the government
to track people far more persistently
than was previously possible. In Jones
v. United States, the Court held that
a GPS tracker attached to a person’s
car for several weeks constituted
a Fourth Amendment violation. 36

a violation of his Fourth Amendment
rights, as the knowledge of all of his
movements over this period gave the
government an excessively intimate
and invasive window into his life. 38
In both cases, although knowledge
of the person’s location at one
instant was not particularly invasive,
knowledge of their location at
every instant across many days
did cross that line. If police use
facial recognition technology to
track people’s whereabouts for
an extended period, this could
be deemed a violation of Fourth
Amendment rights. However, if
the police use it in limited fashion
to confirm or deny a person’s
presence at any one time and place,
this would likely not be deemed
a violation of Fourth Amendment
rights, as long as that location is a
public place that does not create a
reasonable expectation of privacy.

The Court held that although a
driver could not reasonably expect
their location at any one instant to
be private while they traveled in
public, they did have a reasonable
expectation that no one would
know every location they visited. 37
In Carpenter v. United States, the
Supreme Court held that warrantless
acquisition of data listing the cell
towers that a person’s phone pinged
for 127 days, which gave investigators
a map of his movements, constituted
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The Court has also held that use of
non-publicly available technology
to conduct otherwise impossible
searches violates Fourth Amendment
rights. In Kyllo v. United States, the
Supreme Court held that police
use of a thermal imaging device
to determine whether a man was
growing marijuana in his apartment
was an unlawful search. 39 The
police did not physically enter the
suspect’s home; nonetheless, the
lack of widespread public use or
knowledge of devices that could
remotely penetrate the home in
that manner created a reasonable
expectation of privacy that the
Court was willing to recognize.

routine practice of commercial
flight in public airways at that point
in history made any expectation
of privacy unreasonable regarding
objects plainly visible from the sky.42

However, the thermal scanner was
not widely available, and the way
the police used it — scanning the
exterior wall of a person’s home
to provide information about what
was occurring inside — was not
something the public generally knew
was possible. Facial recognition
technology is available in enough
applications that the public cannot
be said to be unaware of it. A 2019
Pew Research Center survey found
that most American have heard of
facial recognition technology (86%),
with 25% having heard a lot about
it.40 In the vein of new technology
enabling violations of privacy,
California v. Ciraolo is more relevant
to facial recognition technology than
is Kyllo.41 In Ciraolo, the Supreme
Court held that police use of a plane
to conduct aerial surveillance on
a suspected marijuana grower’s
property was not unlawful, as the

Law enforcement’s use of facial
recognition technology can
potentially infringe on First
Amendment rights of free speech
and assembly. Some argue that facial
recognition technology can do this
by depriving people of their ability
to speak and gather anonymously,
because the knowledge that
they are being tracked could
deter people from engaging in
speech or assembly in which they
otherwise would engage.43
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These cases both turn on whether
law enforcement uses the technology
to gain information about people
in a way that the public could
reasonably expect. As public video
surveillance is not a new concept and
facial recognition technology is also
now widespread, the latter’s use to
identify individuals in public would
likely not raise the same Fourth
Amendment concerns as did Kyllo.

First Amendment issues

The Supreme Court has held that
the First Amendment right of
free speech includes the right to
speak anonymously.44 In NAACP v.
Alabama, the Court held that the
NAACP could not be compelled to
disclose its members’ identities, as
doing so would hinder their ability
to express their ideas.45 In Talley
v. Alabama, the Court held that
the First Amendment protected

the right to distribute pamphlets
anonymously, stating, “[t]here can be
no doubt that such an identification
requirement would tend to restrict
freedom to distribute information and
thereby freedom of expression.”46
The Supreme Court’s recognition
that a degree of anonymity is
necessary for free expression
runs contrary to facial recognition
technology’s capacity to essentially
end anonymity in public spaces.
Judicial treatment of police
surveillance of public gatherings is
mixed. In Laird v. Tatum, the Supreme
Court held that the military’s
surveillance of a public gathering
did not inhibit the group’s ability
to express their views, absent any
danger of a direct injury stemming
from the surveillance.47 However, at
some point, surveillance can cross
the line. In 2015, the Third Circuit
ruled in Hassan v. City of New York
that extensive police surveillance
of Muslim Americans following the
September 11 attacks did harm a
group that was singled out for its
religious affiliations, and was thus
constitutionally impermissible.48

Freddie Gray’s death.49 The ACLU
stated that this raised significant
First Amendment concerns. 50
Police use of facial recognition
technology as another investigative
tool is unlikely to be held
categorically impermissible under the
First Amendment. However, certain
uses, such as using the technology
to monitor specific gatherings or to
track specific groups over extended
time periods, could inhibit free
expression and assembly rights
and be held to violate the First
Amendment. Although continued
improvements to facial recognition
technology could remedy many of
the other problems stemming from
it, the threat that facial recognition
technology poses to constitutionally
protected rights will only increase as
the technology grows more accurate.

Facial recognition technology may
entail more passive surveillance
than in Hassan. However, the
technology also goes far beyond
simply photographing a gathering
as in Laird, when it means not only
photographing but also immediately
identifying people. In 2016 the
police used facial recognition
technology on pictures in social
media posts to identify and arrest
protestors in Baltimore after
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RISK
City liability
The doctrine of sovereign immunity
traditionally protects governments
and government officials from
lawsuits. However, both states
and the federal government have
carved out exceptions allowing
government officials to be held
liable in certain situations.

Liability for violations of
constitutional rights
In a 2017 report, the Bureau of
Justice Assistance in the U.S.
Department of Justice warned
that “misuse of face recognition
information may expose agencies
participating in such systems to
civil liability.”51 One of these sources
of liability stems from 42 U.S.C. §
1983, a statute giving people the
right to sue a “person” acting under
government authority who deprives
them of their constitutional rights,
such as those discussed above under
the First and Fourth Amendments.
People can directly sue individual
government officials in their personal
capacities. However, given that
governments can pay more money
in damages or in a settlement
than individuals can, plaintiffs will
often try to sue the government.
In the 1978 case Monell v.
Department of Social Services, the
Supreme Court held that a city
is a “person” for the purposes of
§ 1983 liability, opening cities to
liability for constitutional violations.
Cities can either be sued directly,
or they can be held liable for their

18
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employees’ actions. 52 Cities can only
be held liable for their employees’
actions if the employees act under
the color of authority and the
violation resulted from an official
policy that is the “moving force” of
the constitutional violation. Courts
have determined several specific
categories of city actions that can
result in a violation under § 1983:
A

formal policy established by
the city or an informal policy or
custom that is so pervasive as
to constitute a de facto policy
of the city. For example, a police
department policy of using deadly
force absent probable cause of
an imminent threat of harm would
amount to a violation of citizens’
Fourth Amendment rights. 53 In
the context of facial recognition,
if courts were to determine that
facial recognition surveillance in
public areas violates the Fourth
Amendment, a city that officially
deploys this surveillance would be
at risk of liability under § 1983.

A

failure to train or supervise
employees to such an extent
as to demonstrate “deliberate
indifference” toward constitutional
rights. 54 For example, if cities
deploy facial recognition
technology without training
officers in how to use it and these
officers subsequently falsely
arrest numerous people, the cities
could be held liable for Fourth
Amendment violations. The
doctrine of “qualified immunity”
may protect officers from liability
under § 1983 when they are sued
as individuals. Officers are liable

for violations of constitutional
rights only if a “reasonable
officer” would know that his or
her conduct was unlawful in
the situation in question. 55
A

single decision by a “final
policymaker” for the government.
This “final policymaker” would
be an official with authority to
decide on a policy for a given
subject matter. This could be a
mayor or an official delegated
to make decisions in a certain
area. State courts have different
approaches to determining who
constitutes a “final policymaker”
for the purposes of this rule. 56 In
the facial recognition context, if
there is no public discussion about
the use of facial recognition during
official duty but a chief executive
approves it unilaterally, cities could
be held liable for unintended
or improper consequences.

A

higher-ranking official knows
and approves of a subordinate’s
decision that violates a citizen’s
constitutional rights. A mere
failure to overrule a subordinate
does not amount to an affirmative
endorsement.57 However, without a
policy that provides proper checks
and balances for the use of facial
recognition technology, city officials
could be liable for improper actions
of its public safety department.

Municipal tort liability
Apart from considering federal §
1983 constitutional claims, cities
could also face municipal liability for
torts such as negligence or battery.
Most states have passed tort claims
laws, which allow people to sue state
and local officials for certain torts.
These laws are often modeled on the
Federal Tort Claims Act (FTCA) of
1946, which enables people to sue
the federal government for similar
violations. Under the FTCA and most
state tort claims acts, governments
are liable for tort violations
committed by their employees
only if those officials acted within
the scope of their employment.
However, the types of claims for
which cities are liable vary widely
depending on the state. Some states
waive immunity only for certain
types of claims. No claims have yet
been brought against a government
under tort law for the misuse of facial
recognition. However, a pending
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claim against Apple in a federal
court in New York could indicate
how courts will handle this issue.
Apple accused Ousmane Bah of
stealing from one of its stores after
the company’s facial recognition
algorithm misidentified him as the
perpetrator. 58 Bah claims that the
actual perpetrator presented as
identification Bah’s learner’s permit,
which does not include a photo and
which Bah lost on the street in the
months prior. As a result, Apple’s
facial recognition software linked
the perpetrator’s face, captured
on surveillance footage, with Bah’s
name and address. Bah is now suing
Apple for negligence, claiming that it
carelessly used its facial recognition
software to wrongfully identify him,
seeking $1 billion in damages. 59 The
litigation is ongoing. The outcome of
this lawsuit will indicate how courts
may treat similar claims against cities
or companies for the negligent use
of facial recognition technology
resulting in misidentifications.

State biometric privacy laws

Shifting of liability in contracts

A few states (e.g., Oregon, California,
Illinois, Texas and Washington) have
passed biometric privacy laws that
hold private companies liable for
privacy violations resulting from the
collection of biometric data. These
laws regulate companies’ retention
and protection of biometric data, and
they require individual consent for
collection of biometric data.60 None
of these laws hold governments
directly liable, but the laws could
have implications for cities seeking to
acquire facial recognition technology.
Vendors may be more reluctant to
operate in states that have strict
biometric privacy laws, as they may
face greater liability. Alternatively,
to mitigate this liability risk, vendors
may seek to shift liability to cities.
If cities agree to indemnify facial
recognition vendors in their contracts
with these vendors, they could face
greater legal and monetary risk.

Contracts between cities and
vendors demonstrate various
approaches to liability. In some
contracts, cities have agreed to
assume much of the liability for
claims resulting from the misuse
of facial recognition technology,
agreeing to indemnify the vendor
and pay for damages that may result
from lawsuits. Article XI of the San
Diego Association of Government
(SANDAG) contract with FaceFirst
states, “FaceFirst shall not be
responsible, and shall have no liability
to Customer or any third parties
allegedly aggrieved in connection
with the use of the product by
Customer.” Under Article XII of the
contract, SANDAG agrees to “defend
at its expense any legal proceeding
brought by a third party…against
FaceFirst,” provided that the claim
against FaceFirst is connected with
SANDAG’s failure to comply with “any
applicable law.”61 Under this contract,
if SANDAG collects data in a way
that violates a state data privacy
law, it could be liable to pay for
damages assessed against FaceFirst.
A Detroit, Michigan, contract with
DataWorks Plus reflects an alternative
approach, under which the vendor
assumes much of the liability risk.
Under Article 2.04 of that contract,
DataWorks Plus agrees to “remain
liable in accordance with applicable
law for all damages to the City
caused by the Contractor’s negligent
performance or nonperformance of
any of the Services furnished under
this Contract.” DataWorks Plus also
agrees to fully indemnify Detroit for
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any claims asserted against the city
that arise from DataWorks Plus’s own
negligence.62 By contrast, FaceFirst
agrees to fully indemnify SANDAG
only for intellectual property claims,
that is, claims that FaceFirst’s
technology violated another
company’s patents or copyrights.63
Before the City and County of
San Francisco, California, banned
facial recognition, its contract with
Cogent struck a middle ground
between these two cases. As in the
Detroit contract with DataWorks
Plus, Cogent agreed to indemnify
the city and its employees from
claims “arising directly or indirectly
from Contractor’s performance of
this Agreement.” However, unlike
the DataWorks Plus contract,
Cogent included a limitation in this
indemnification clause: it disclaimed
all responsibility in cases resulting
from the “active negligence or willful
misconduct” of San Francisco.64 As
these cases illustrate, minor changes
in the language of a city’s contract
with a facial recognition vendor
can have substantial implications
for the city’s risk of liability.
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How are cities
regulating facial
recognition?

How Some Cities Regulate Facial Recognition for Government Use

A

few states have passed
legislation limiting the
scope of facial recognition
usage, including three states that
have banned law enforcement from
using facial recognition on body
cameras (California, New Hampshire
and Oregon). In its 2019–2020
session, the U.S. Congress held
hearings and proposed bills related
to facial recognition, but none of
these proposed laws would directly
impact local law enforcement.
Federal or state legislation may
eventually preempt or nullify local
legislation. However, cities are
taking the lead in shaping facial
recognition policy. Not every city
that now uses facial recognition
has voted on a policy to govern its
use. Some cities have developed
policies that limit the scope of law
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LIMITED SCOPE OF USE		

BAN

New York, New York
Detroit, Michigan
Seattle, Washington
Lawrence, Massachusetts
Davis and Palo Alto, California
Nashville, Tennessee
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

San Francisco, Oakland and
Berkeley, California
Boston, Brookline, Cambridge,
Northampton, Easthampton
and Somerville, Massachusetts
Portland, Oregon
Portland, Maine
Jackson, Mississippi
New Orleans, Louisiana
Madison, Wisconsin
Minneapolis, Minnesota

*Only includes examples with publicly available policies

enforcement’s permitted uses.
Several cities have banned the
technology entirely. Most cities
regulating facial recognition focus
solely on governmental use. To date,
only the City of Portland, Oregon,
has restricted private use of facial
recognition. This section highlights
a few cities and their experiences
with facial recognition technology.

the use of facial recognition and
require community oversight over
any use of surveillance technology.65
For example, Oakland’s surveillance
ordinance, considered one of the
strictest in the country, requires law
enforcement to create a “technology
impact report” on new surveillance
technologies that covers issues such
as data storage and civil liberties.66

Regulating surveillance
technology
Guided by the ACLU’s Community
Control Over Police Surveillance
framework, at least 15 cities across
the country have passed surveillance
technology ordinances. Most of
these ordinances indirectly govern
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CITY OF SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Policy limiting use of facial recognition,
but technology no longer used
The City of Seattle, Washington, began using facial
recognition technology in 2014. With the help of a $1.5
million grant from the Department of Homeland Security,
Seattle, Washington, purchased a facial recognition system
from NEC. The Seattle City Council voted on a facial
recognition use policy that allowed law enforcement to
use the technology in limited circumstances. Specifically,
Seattle permitted the use of facial recognition to
identify people taken into custody when they could
not be identified by other means. The Seattle City
Council approved funding for the system under a policy
created in consultation with the ACLU of Washington.
Seattle Sound 911, a public safety agency covering three
counties in the Seattle region, operated the system.67

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
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Seattle required that the vendor achieve a 96%
identification accuracy rate.68 Police used the system in
a limited capacity to identify people who had been taken
into custody but could not be identified. According to
city officials, police conducted fewer than 50 searches
in four years. Recognizing the system’s limited utility,
Seattle Police stopped using the technology in 2018. Also
motivating this decision was the difficulty of receiving
approval for the system’s use through the city’s new
surveillance oversight ordinance, passed in 2017, because
of the overly bureaucratic process for approved use
and public calls to ban the use of facial recognition.
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CITY OF DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Policy limiting use of facial recognition
Initiating a three-year contract with the facial
recognition vendor DataWorks Plus, Detroit, Michigan,
purchased a facial recognition system in July 2017 for
$1 million. Under Detroit’s public-private partnership
Project Green Light, businesses and organizations
could purchase and install facial recognition
cameras that feed captured images to the police.
These images could then be compared to a database
of mug shot photos maintained by Detroit police.69
After a series of public debates, the Detroit Board
of Police Commissioners, a civilian oversight body
composed of officials either elected or appointed by
the mayor, adopted a new policy in September 2019.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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This policy prohibits the use of real-time surveillance
and allows the use of facial recognition only during
investigations of violent crimes and home invasions.
The policy also requires that at least two officers verify
matches produced by the facial recognition system.
It imposes harsh penalties for officers who abuse the
technology, including termination of employment.70
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SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA, CALIFORNIA

Policies banning facial recognition
Many cities in the San Francisco Bay Area have banned
city officials’ use of facial recognition. The San Francisco
Police Department used facial recognition for nine years
prior to the Board of Supervisors’ decision to ban the
technology in May 2019. San Francisco purchased a
system from 3M Cogent and, like Seattle, required the
vendor to regularly test the accuracy of its algorithm. San
Francisco Police could search between half a million and
one million mug shots. San Francisco’s use policy was
not publicly available before the Board of Supervisors
voted to ban use of the technology.71 San Francisco
Supervisor Aaron Peskin, who introduced the bill, argued
that a ban was necessary because the technology is “so
fundamentally invasive” that it should not be used at all.72

SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA, CALIFORNIA

The City of Oakland followed suit in banning facial
recognition in July 2019. City Council President Rebecca
Kaplan explained her rationale for introducing her
bill banning the technology: “I welcome emerging
technologies that improve our lives and facilitate
city governance, but when multiple studies show
a technology is flawed, biased, and is having
unprecedented, chilling effects to our freedom of
speech and religion, we have to take a stand.”73
After discussing facial recognition in 2018 and much of
2019 at city council meetings and the council’s Public
Safety Committee, the City of Berkeley Council became
the fourth U.S. city to ban facial recognition, in October
2019, citing concerns about both privacy and racial bias.74
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How can cities
better approach
the topic of facial
recognition
publicly?

1

Engage with residents to develop policies, and
be transparent about facial recognition use.

 Require

elected officials to vote
on any decision to use facial
recognition technology before law
enforcement can implement it.

 Insist

C

ities have a responsibility
to their communities
to thoughtfully explore
emerging technologies that can aid
the greater good. The conversation
concerning facial recognition is
particularly sensitive given the
technology’s imperfections and
how it is frequently implemented
and used behind closed doors. By
following these recommendations,
cities can better facilitate public
discussions about facial recognition
technology in their communities.

on community input in a
public forum (e.g., by hosting town
hall meetings) before voting on a
decision to use facial recognition.

 Collaborate

with a diverse group of
non-governmental organizations
and stakeholders when designing
a policy, in order to achieve
broader community buy-in.

 Consider

establishing a citizen
overview board, with real
authority and budget, that
regularly reports on the state of
biometric surveillance in the city.

 Make

any facial recognition use
policies publicly available online.

 After

a facial recognition policy
has been adopted, establish a
public awareness campaign in
order to educate citizens on
the scope of the technology
and the city’s use policy.
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 Ensure

that the public can
submit complaints about
any issues they encounter
related to the government’s
use of facial recognition.

 Disclose

to the public the locations
of cameras deployed in public areas
if those cameras provide imagery
to be used in facial recognition.

 Require

regular internal auditing
by independent ombudsmen to
ensure that the system is working
as intended and not discriminating
against certain groups.

 Consider

requiring recurring votes
to reauthorize a facial recognition
use policy annually or biannually.

 Conduct

an annual or biannual
review of the facial recognition
system’s effectiveness, and ensure
elected officials’ access to the
review (e.g., how often it is used
and assists investigations).
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2

Establish a training program for law enforcement
and other users of a facial recognition system.

 Require

that all officers who are
cleared to use the technology
be extensively trained on how
to use it. Make sure that officers
are aware of the probabilistic
nature of the technology.

 Establish

a high probability
threshold for matches before
the technology can be used
in an investigation.

 Require

double-blind confirmation
before a match is determined.
Two different officers must
independently review and confirm
the match. Retain thorough records
of use of the system and approvals.

 Prohibit

officers from making
an arrest based solely on a
facial recognition match.

 Set

a high standard for the quality
of photos that officers can run
through a facial recognition search.
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 Forbid

officers from using
police sketches or celebrity
doppelganger photos in lieu
of real photos of suspects.

 Require

implicit bias training
to ensure that bias does not
influence the ways in which
officers use the technology.

 Educate

officers on the legal
consequences of misusing the
technology, including violations of
constitutional rights and, depending
on the state, tort violations.

 Require

that officers who
deliberately misuse the technology
be swiftly held accountable by
the department or city, including
through suspensions or firings,
regardless of outside lawsuits.

3

Limit the scope of facial recognition use to reduce the
risk of misidentifications and privacy violations.

 Require

that officers have at
 A database of driver’s license
least individualized, reasonable
photos includes more people and,
suspicion of a crime before running
thus, may be more likely to include
a suspect’s photos through
a suspect. Furthermore, it is not
a facial recognition database
skewed toward subsections of the
for identification purposes.
population, particularly people of
color, that are overrepresented in
 Limit the use of facial recognition to
75
mug shot databases.76 However,
investigations of violent offenses.
every driver in a state will be
 Limit the use of real-time
vulnerable to a false identification.
public surveillance to a narrow
If a city wants to use driver’s
set of situations involving lifelicenses as the source of a photo
threatening emergencies or
database, consider waiting for
major violent crimes such as
state legislature approval so
terrorism, and ensure that law
that citizens are aware that their
enforcement obtains a warrant
photos are used in this way.
based on probable cause before
 Mug shot databases are smaller
conducting such surveillance.
and may be less likely to include
If feasible, consider installing
a suspect. Certain population
a system that alerts law
enforcement only when surveillance groups, particularly people of
color, are overrepresented in these
cameras capture a suspect’s
databases. However, if properly
face, which will reduce privacy
updated to remove people found
violations of innocent people.
to be innocent, these databases
 Consider the pros and cons of using
include only people convicted
either mug shot photos or driver’s
of a crime and who have, thus,
license photos as the source of
already lost some liberties. If a
a facial recognition database.
city wants to use mug shots as
the source of a photo database,
ensure that the database includes
only people convicted of a
crime and not those who were
exonerated or never charged.
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4

Institute rigorous standards for data
storage and cybersecurity to ensure
protection of citizens’ biometric data.

 Delete

any photo or video footage
that has been analyzed with
facial recognition technology
and is not pertinent to an
ongoing investigation.

 Regularly

scrub databases of
mug shot photos to exclude
people found innocent or against
whom charges were dropped.

 Restrict

the length of time
that data is stored to reduce
the risk of a data breach.77

 Restrict

storage of biometric data
to a single database to minimize
the number of entry points
potentially vulnerable to hackers.
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 Require

all employees who
access the system to follow
basic cybersecurity hygiene
practices, including, at a
minimum, establishing twofactor authentication on their
accounts. Restrict permitted
access both in written policies
and as a technical matter.

 Ensure

state-of-the-art
forensic tracking of any use
of a facial recognition system
before it is deployed.

 Create

policies and systems
governing and constraining sharing
of facial recognition results within
city hall or police departments,
to limit opportunities for nonapproved uses of the technology.

5

Follow best practices for drafting
contracts to ensure accuracy
and reduce legal risk.

 Contracts

with facial recognition
vendors should require the
vendors to regularly test
their algorithms for both
accuracy and racial bias.

 Require

vendors to certify that
their technology’s algorithms use
a demographically representative
training set. These certifications
should be updated regularly.

 Organizations

using cameras
provided by contractors should
require the cameras to meet
high photo-quality standards.

 Remove

contract language
in which a vendor disclaims
responsibility for the facial
recognition algorithm’s accuracy.

 Pay

close attention to the wording
of indemnification clauses, to
ensure that the city does not
adopt too much liability for the
vendor and that the vendor is
held accountable for its errors.
This is particularly important
in states that have biometric
privacy laws under which private
companies can be held liable.

 Before

signing a long-term contract
with a vendor for a full facial
recognition program, consider
signing a short-term contract
for a pilot program to determine
whether facial recognition
is useful and worthwhile.
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